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Purpose of these guidelines
These guidelines broadly address style and quality for all 
items set up on the Walmart Spec. But it’s not comprehensive; 
it’s a starting point. 

• You MUST refer to the Content Resource Guide for your 
item’s department. It provides guidance by category. Ask 
your merchant for the relevant guide.

• The Item Page Content Style Guidelines were last updated 
on: March 11, 2016.

• Questions? Contact: itemstyle@walmart.com.

Item Page content best practices
A well-created Item Page:

• Clearly shows and tells about product features and bene-
fits.

• Uses supplemental rich content to educate and inspire.
• Is clear, correct and error-free; please use spell check 

before entering information into the Walmart Spec.
• Is significantly more likely to lead to a purchase.

Product Name

• Submit: A descriptive product name. You MUST refer to the Content 
Resource Guide for a given department in order to name a product.

• Character range: Up to 200 characters, but we recommend  
25-75 characters for best readability and SEO results.

• Casing: Title case.

• Example: Faded Glory Women’s Cable Cocoon Cardigan.

PRE-ITEM SETUP

Item Page Content Style Guidelines

About Descriptions

Short Description

Make sure that combined, these 
equal at least 150 words. 

Key Features Description Walmart 
uses for SEO
(there’s no field for this in Spec)

In both the Short Description and Key 
Features, use unique, specific, truly useful 
words that describe your product in 
every way people might search for it.

EXAMPLE: if your product is a 
shrug, be sure to use descriptors like 
“sweater,” etc.

Item descriptions that are optimized 
this way generally see a 14% increase 
in SEO visits and revenue.
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Submit: One or two paragraphs that expand on the bulleted Key 
Features, without duplicating them exactly. Be sure to:

• Repeat the product name and relevant keywords once in this 
paragraph (for SEO purposes).

• Explain why a benefit matters or how to use an item. 
• Write copy that is specific to the product, rather than copy that 

could apply to almost any item in that category (“Stay fashionable” 
is generic, unless it is a trendy apparel piece).

Character range: 1,000 characters maximum.

Casing: Sentence case.

Formatting: One or two paragraphs of plain text; no special 
characters (é, TM, ®, etc).

Submit: No fewer than 3 (and up to 10) rank-ordered key features.

• Features can include: benefits, attributes, any bonus items or 
accessories, care instructions.

• Do call out specific details about the item and provide complete 
information.

• Do not simply repeat what the item is or include meaningless 
information.

• List the three most important features first.

Character range: 400 maximum per feature (note: put the 
most important information in the first 250 characters).

Casing: Sentence case; no end punctuation unless there is more 
than one sentence in a feature.

Formatting: One key feature per line; no HTML.

DO write specifically, like this:

Add subtle style to any outfit with the Faded Glory 
Women’s Short Sleeve Cable Cardigan Shrug. This 
cable knit fabric looks pretty and feminine over a cam-
isole, tank top or dress, whether buttoned up or worn 
open. The shrug hits at the natural waist, so it looks 
great with pants, skirts and dresses. Acrylic and nylon 
fabrication makes it low-maintenance; just machine 
wash in cold water.

DO write like this:

• 92% acrylic; 8% nylon
• Cable knit fabric 
• Hits at natural waist
• Ribbed neckline, waist and cuffs
• Button-down style
• Machine wash cold

DO NOT write generically, like this:

Stay fashionable with the new Cable Cardigan Shrug 
by Faded Glory. The knitted pattern on this piece is 
timeless and chic. This piece is perfect for lounging 
around the house or staying comfortable at the office. 
With so many color options this is a great addition to 
your wardrobe.

DO NOT write like this:

• Comfort fit (meaningless, in this case)
• Cardigan shrug (repetitive)
• Ribbed cuffs (incomplete)

KEY FEATURES 

EXAMPLES

EXAMPLES

SHORT DESCRIPTION

IMAGE SPEC & QUALITY

For more category-specific guidance on image requirements, please refer to 
the relevant Content Resource Guide.

Min. image resolution: 1000x1000 at 72 dpi

Min. image size for zoom capability: 2000x2000 at 300 dpi

Preferred image color format: RGB color mode, CMYK color 
mode also accepted.

Preferred image format: JPG, although PNG, PSD, BMP, TIFF and 
EPS formats are also accepted.

2000 x 2000 @ 300 DPI

1000 x 1000 @ 72 DPI
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Supplemental rich content (FREE SERVICE):                      

• Submit: To add supplemental content to your item page, contact 
your merchant for more information. It’s often as easy as repurposing 
existing content from your brand’s web site. 

• You should add supplemental rich content to help tell a product 
story, educate customers and help them make a choice. Rich content 
can improve SEO and help increase conversion on the item page by 
more than five percent. 

• Best-in-class item pages include rich content. Here are the types of 
rich content every item page should aim to include:

• Interactive content: Provides more detail (for example, 
offers another view, shows product in context or 360 degree 
product view).

• Editorial-style content: Content that combines great, 
compelling imagery or graphics along with supporting copy 
that explains, educates or inspires.

• Videos: 00:30 secs - 2:30 mins product demos, how-tos or 
interactive tours; do not include advertising spots. 

• PDF documents: Instruction manuals, warranty  
information, assembly instructions, etc.

• Comparison tables: For similar or complementary 
products/accessories.

• Listing of what’s in the box: If applicable.

POST-ITEM SETUP

Preferred base image view: Front view.

Preferred base image background: Seamless white back-
ground (255/255/255 RGB).

More details on image spec & quality: http://walmart-part-
ner.force.com/knowledgebase/articles/Article_links/Item-Image-Guidelines/

Image name:  Name it with the 13-digit UPC (include leading zeros but 
NOT the check digit).

Alternative image name:  Name it with the 13-digit UPC  
followed by a sequential “_AV” series. AVs submitted out of sequence will fail 
to load properly.

Additional Images
For more category-specific guidance on image requirements, please refer to 
the relevant Content Resource Guide. 

• Follow the Image Spec & Quality guidelines listed above.

• Alternative acceptable base image background: High quality 
lifestyle images where product is featured in a setting or environment.

• Suggested Alternative Views (AVs): Imagery that includes a back 
view, detailed view, additional angles and/or product in an environment.

DO write like this:

• 1861706392953.jpg
• 1861706392953_AV.jpg
• 1861706392953_AV1.jpg
• 1861706392953_AV2.jpg
• 1861706392953_AV3.jpgt

• Editorial-style content

• Comparison tables

Image Settings

• 2000x2000
• RGB
• 300 DPI
• JPEG

EXAMPLES

EXAMPLES

EXAMPLES

EXAMPLES


